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7.1.1: Measures initiated by the Institution for the promotion of gender equity during the
last five years.
The Institution is a higher education portal that upholds Gender Empowerment as its premier goal and
has set its one of the best practices. The establishment of institution itself had its aim to provide quality
education and Hostel and boarding facilities to the marginalized sections of the society. The founder of
our institution Karmaveer Jagdale Mama established boardings, Hostels, schools and colleges for
enriching the life of women, downtrodden communities and poor peasant families by providing them the
quality education in the locality.
Promotion of Gender Equity:


The journey of activities with the very aim of the establishment of institution and its values
embedded and endorsed by our stakeholders has been extremely successful.



Gender Parity the underlying principle of being equal in all spheres and space timeline for all
especially for women is exemplified in this Institutional practice.



The Institution embarked on educating women for a just and equitable society as it is women
who play the crucial role of upbringing the young of the society.



The social commitment through this initiative we have tried to create.



The Girl volunteers in the adopted villages visited the poor village women for creating
awareness among them about their health and hygiene.



College regularly organizes the Health Check-up camps under collaborative activities and it also
organizes every year Blood Check-up Camps for Girl Students for their CBC and Hemoglobin.



After the check-up camp the expert lecture is organized on the dietary plan



The Institution is committed to the young women of the society to fructify inclusivity in
education for women.



The Institution mandates through its aims and objectives of Best Practice to foster gender equity
and gender sensitization awareness in curricular activities through Certificate Courses, Add On
programmes that highlight care and concern extended to their safety and security.



The Institution inculcates values also addresses their emotional health and personality
development through counseling available in the campus on all working days.



The Faculty and women of the locality availed the services of a daycare center in our institutes’
“Shishu Vihar”, the school for kids there we have facilities for the kids. We also try to provide a
professional health care center for Faculty and girl students every working day in Jagdale Mama
Hospital run by our mother institution.



The co -curricular facilities for sports through indoor and outdoor courts for Badminton, Tennis
(including a Synthetic Court for Tennis), Tracks for athletes.



Yoga sessions take care of the health of the students.



Self Defense methods imparted through training sessions and also in collaboration with the
Police Department we try to provide them security.



We aim at creating an eco-system which will enable girl students to acquire skills that translate
into their empowerment that will consciously embrace for their wellbeing.



Gender Equity and Sensitization principles, Cyber Security awareness imparted by expert
resources from various spectrum of the society through lectures, workshops and seminars.

